Assignment 7

Due on 2019-08-10, 23:59 IST.

The cut-off date for submitting this assignment has passed.

You do not have access to this assignment.

Choose the most appropriate word.

1. Vienna sounds really happy about losing ______ into Cambridge University.
   - accepted
   - arrested
   - expected
   - imposed
   **Answer:** accepted

2. She wanted to work ______ in a big company.
   - for
   - at
   - working
   - in
   **Answer:** for

Change the following sentences from indirect to direct speech.

3. Pama says that he will leave.
   **Pama says, “I want to leave.”**

Moms had asked that they had eaten at around midnight.

4. Moms asked that they had eaten at around midnight.

- Shanti said that the company pays for everyone’s dinner.
- Shanti said that the company had paid for everyone’s dinner.
- Shanti paid for the company’s dinner.
- Shanti said that the company had paid for everyone’s dinner.
   **Answer:** Shanti said that the company had paid for everyone’s dinner.

Change the following sentences from indirect to direct speech.

5. Arvut said that he was late.
   **Arvut said, “I was late.”**

6. Jason said that he had broken his nose.
   **Jason said, “I broke my nose.”**

Name the following sentences taken from COA.

7. I have completed several client projects, without small consulting and research jobs.
   **I have completed several client projects, including small consulting and research jobs.**
   **I have completed several client projects, including small consulting and research jobs.**
   **I have completed several client projects, including small consulting and research jobs.**
   **I have completed several client projects, without small consulting and research jobs.**

Name the active member of the American Society of Manufacturing Engineers.

8. As an active member of the American Society of Manufacturing Engineers.
   **As an active member of the American Society of Manufacturing Engineers.**

- I have completed several client projects, without small consulting and research jobs.
- I have completed several client projects, including small consulting and research jobs.
- I have an active member in the American Society of Manufacturing Engineers.
- I am an active member of the American Society of Manufacturing Engineers.
- I am an active member of the American Society of Manufacturing Engineers.